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Education material produced by The Workshops Rail Museum whether
in hard copy or accessed from the Museum’s internet web site are able
to be reproduced and used by educational and like institutions for
educational purposes free of charge. Programs cannot be reproduced or
used for commercial purposes in any form. All programs, their contents
and their images remain the property of The Workshops Rail Museum or
other therein acknowledged sources, and normal copyright laws apply.
This publication ©The Workshops Rail Museum (Queensland Museum
Network); Revised 2019

For further information and enquiries:
Booking your visit: Online Booking Form
Phone:
07 3432 5100
Email:
info@theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au
Web site:
www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au
Address:	The Workshops Rail Museum,
North Street, North Ipswich, Qld,
Australia 4305.
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Welcome to The Workshops Rail Museum
This guide provides teachers with an understanding of the site and purpose of
The Workshops Rail Museum in Ipswich. It allows teachers to evaluate Museum spaces,
experiences and programs to prepare for, or focus a school visit around a particular theme.
The information is an interpretive guide of Museum collections, how they are displayed
and the stories/information this reveals. This will assist teachers and learners to make
meaning of what they may see, touch, hear and discuss during a visit. To make the
most of your experience, prepare students with a plan for their visit prior to arrival.
The sections in this guide are aligned with each of the seventeen zones in the
Museum. This will assist you with wayfinding and locating key exhibits.
This guide may also assist teachers to:
• develop excursion-based worksheets, tasks or challenges and/or
• manage the operational process of planning a visit.
When walking through the Museum with your group, encourage students to look
around them. You may need to point things out to them above and below eye level
(such as cranes and patterns up high or rails underfoot). Visitor Services staff are on
site to assist you with directions, questions, instructions, etc.
Before arriving at the Museum
Organise students into groups, with an adult supervisor (see table below for
recommended ratios). Advise students that there may be other visitors at the Museum
and that they need to be considerate of others by using “inside voices”, taking turns
and navigating the galleries without running.
Adult/child ratio

1 adult free
for every

Number of children
Prep
Years
1 to 7

Years
8 to 10

Years
11 to 12

3

10

15

5

Children
with special
needs
1

Consider an extra experience to enhance or focus your visit. Options include Educatorled School Programs
• Introduction to the Railway Workshops (Year 2-6) available from Term 1, 2019
• Then and Now (Year 2-3 and Year 5-6) available from Term 1, 2019
• The Industrial Revolution and the Innovation of Rail (Year 9) available from
Term 1, 2019
Bookings essential. Charges apply.
For more information on value-added and curriculum linked experiences, please visit
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The Workshops Rail Museum
Rail has been an integral industry in the development of Queensland and especially
in Ipswich. The construction of the original Ipswich Railway Workshops began in 1864
at a site adjacent to the Bremer River in North Ipswich. As the railways expanded,
a much larger site was needed so the Workshops moved to its current location
between 1884 and 1888. The Workshops developed rapidly, especially in the 1880s and
early 1900s as new buildings were constructed to house the various railway trades.
The site even had its own electricity source, the Power House, built in 1902. Over time,
more buildings were added. There are a total of 16 original heritage listed buildings
across the site. By the late 1940s, it employed over 3000 people making it one of the
largest employers in the state. In the 1990s, the site ceased operations for most types
of work, except for the maintenance of Queensland Rail’s heritage fleet. Today, the
former Boiler Shop houses The Workshops Rail Museum, which pays homage to the
workers and the history of rail in Queensland.
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Exterior of the Boiler Shop (2017)

Interior of the Boiler Shop (1903)
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The Boiler Shop expanded four times to cater for the increasing demands of boiler
making and repairs. During its busiest period in the 1950s, up to 24 boilers could be
made or repaired at any one time. More than 300 staff consisting of boilermakers,
apprentices and assistants were employed in this workshop. It was a very noisy, busy
and dirty workplace. Pounding forging hammers and pneumatic machines created
the noise. The dirt floor helped absorb noise and ensured the boilers would not get
damaged when rolled onto the floor.
Ask your students: Which part of the locomotive is the boiler? What job does it do?

ZONE 1 & 2: TIMEKEEPER’S OFFICE & GROUNDS
As you arrive at The Workshops Rail Museum you will enter through this historic
Timekeepers Building.
As you cross the forecourt, you will see a public artwork titled Marker by Brad Nunn:
• Have a look at the crowd of workers depicted in the photograph
• Relate the workers’ time discs to a roll call at school
• Ask students to share their opinions on its significance
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Public Art
Marker
by Brad Nunn 2002
Over the life of the workshops, thousands
have congregated in this area waiting for
the final whistle. Members of a close-knit
community, each worker had a “check’, a
brass disc with their employee number
stamped on it. If you didn’t collect it
on arrival the timekeeper would know
you were absent. In this sculpture the
“checks” symbolise the memories of the
workers, their spirit and their stories.
Through them their presence lingers on.
Transit Markers
by Brad Nunn 2002
Eight plaques inset into the path leading
to the Time Keepers Building. The text
glimpses the ethos and day-to -day life of
the Workshops.
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War Memorial and Canteen
This memorial was erected in 1919 to honour the Workshops employees who served
in World War 1. More than three hundred men from the workshops enlisted in the
Australian Imperial force. Thirty-one did not return.
After the war, the Workshops raised one thousand four hundred pounds to build
the memorial. The memorial was designed by Queensland Railways architect,
Vincent Price. London sculptors, John Whitehead & Sons sculpted the soldier figure.
• Why is it important to remember workers who served in the Wars?
• Discuss other ways we honour those who served in the Wars?
The canteen opened in 1912. Each day when the whistle signalled lunchtime, hundreds
of workers poured into the canteen for a hot meal. Workers were able to purchase
a three-course meal for lunch. During World War II, the canteen served up to
2500 lunches daily. The canteen was the first place where women worked on the site.
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The Powerhouse
When the Powerhouse was built in 1901-02, the Ipswich Railway Workshops was one
of the first industrial complexes in Queensland to use electricity on a large scale.
In the earliest days of the Workshops, machinery was driven by steam power. The site
expanded rapidly in the late 19th century and electricity was seen as the key to its
modernisation. Ipswich had no electricity supply, so Queensland Railways built its own
powerhouse. The dramatic building housing the boilers and generators is a testament
to the importance of power for the Workshops.
Ask students to find the brass whistle on the front of the building (indicated by
the white arrow), and discuss how it was blown every day to mark the start and
end of the working day. The whistle was so loud people across North Ipswich often
complained about it.
Encourage students to read the interpretive panels outside the building and discuss:
• Why would the Workshops have needed its own source of electricity
• Who worked in the Powerhouse? Why were other workers not allowed in there?
• How it was used once it stopped being the main supplier of electricity to the site?
• Notice the intricate brickwork, elaborate windows and doors, and the architecture
reminiscent of a Romanesque cathedral.
• See if you can find the date up high on the building that marks the start
of construction.
• Look back down the hill to see a different view of the Boiler Shop which houses
the Museum exhibits, and to the right to see the former Bogie Shop and Machine
Erecting Shop.
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ZONE 3: MOVING GOODS
Moving Goods is one of the main functions of rail. Queensland railways were built
primarily to carry goods, especially exports. Rail continues to haul goods of all kinds.
It is the most efficient land transport for bulk goods or for large quantities over
long distances.
Enjoy a close up look at a mixed goods train. In this area you might like to look at
and talk about:
• The steam locomotive – what two ingredients are needed to create steam?
• Inside the locomotive – the firebox where the coal is burned
• Watch the video ‘PB Maid of all Work’ (3:20min)
• Items in the cabinet, e.g. what are they, what were they used for, are they still in use
today, if not, what has replaced them?
• The outside of the train – wheels, track, colours – encourage younger children to
make steam whistle noises and wheel turning actions, be a train etc.
• The large crane and how it is used to lift objects into and out of wagons
• The wagon used for sheep or pigs – encourage younger children to join in with
animal noises and actions
• The wagon with timber – where is the timber going? Where did it come from?
What might be made with this timber?
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The passenger carriage
• Go into the guard’s compartment and have a look around
• Check out the storage designed for a range of items
• Why is there is a stretcher attached to the ceiling
• Ask the children to discover the small compartment where dogs were carried
(it looks a bit like a cage at the very end of the wagon)
• Listen to the narration and ask students to locate some of the objects mentioned
On the other side of the platform is a petrol/oil tanker, a coal hopper (with real coal)
and a covered wagon:
• Discuss with students why these items were transported by trains
• Discuss what other things are transported by trains today
Encourage students to listen to the soundscapes and describe what they are hearing
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ZONE 4: DIESEL REVOLUTION
Large and powerful diesel electric locomotives have been the backbone of railways
throughout the world. Look inside a diesel electric locomotive and discover how it
works and how it is driven.
In this area you might like to:
• Look at and talk about the numbers on the locomotives – what are they for?
• Change the destination of the train by turning the handle on the front right side of
the blue diesel
• Look at the parts inside the motor and the information on the interpretive panels
• Go into the driver simulation area in the yellow diesel – let children take turns driving
the train (if time permits)
• In the simulation area, look at the sink, hotplates, windscreen wipers, seats that
rotate and the instruments: Ask students why these locos had sinks and hotplates in
the cabins
• Focus students’ attention on the model train timeline display case in front of the
diesel – discuss how trains have changed over times in appearance, purpose, means
of locomotion, and also discuss what has stayed the same
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ZONE 5: ALL ABOARD
In this area you may like to look at and talk about:
• Check out the oldest working steam locomotive in Australia – the A10 No.6
• Discuss how old this steam locomotive is (constructed in 1865 and is still operational)
• Read the interpretive panel about the locomotive shown in the picture
• The red passenger carriage and guard’s van – how are they different from
modern trains
• Watch the video ‘How Steam Works’ (2:50min) and describe how steam was used to
power the locomotives
• Examine the pictures and slide show on the outside wall of the Roundhouse Gallery –
these are images of the old roundhouse at the Ipswich Railways Workshops: Discuss
with students how the roundhouse worked; the types of jobs; and the different types
of locos they can see.
• Investigate the montage of artefacts displayed overhead and match their location
and shape to a description on the long interpretive panel.
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Boiler Shop Theatrette:
This space is used for delivering of school programs throughout the year. If there are
no school programs scheduled on the day of your visit, students are able to enter the
theatrette to watch a short film called The Romance of Rail. Before watching the film,
teachers can direct students to listen for certain information that can be discussed
later. Ideas for post-film discussion include:
• Why do they think the film is called The Romance of Rail?
• Discuss the different types of locomotives and rolling stock shown and their uses
• Outline the origins of rail from the early steam locomotives through to the high
speed trains of the present day (e.g. Maglev trains)
• Listen to the narrative of a train journey and discuss what it was like, how long it
took, what the carriages were like, and what students think it would have been like to
experience a long steam train journey

NEW Sciencentre: (Opens 5 April 2019)
Explore the science and the technology used in railways and imagine what the future
of transport may look like. The focus is on being a Scientist. The space has been
divided into six areas:
1. Orientation
• Being a Scientist
2. Electricity and Magnetism
2.1. Electric Motor
		 • Question – How fast can the motor spin?
		 • Interaction – How to place magnets, add power and observe speed
and direction
		 • Why – magnetic current
		 • Application – electric and diesel electric motors
2.2. Rising Arc
		 • Question –Can you create and electric spark?
		 • Interaction – Press button, observe
		 • Why – High voltage conductivity
		 • Application – Overhead railway power lines
2.3. Floating Magnets
		 • Question –Can you make a disk float in the air?
		 • Interaction – Press magnets and observe
		 • Why – Magnetic poles
		 • Application – Electromagnetic Suspension Trains
2.4. Jumping Disk
• Question –Can you make a disk Jump using electricity?
• Interaction – Press button and observe
• Why – Alternating current and Magnetic poles
• Application – Railway points
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2.5. Floating Disk
		 • Question – Why does the dish rise and float in the air?
		 • Interaction – Press button and observe
		 • Why – Alternating current and Magnetic fields
		 • Application – Maglev trains
2.6. Magnetic Shuttle
		 • Question – can you move the bobbin using a magnet?
		 • Interaction – Press button and observe
		 • Why – electrical current and Magnetic fields
		 • Application – Maglev trains
3. Steam and Air
3.1. Air Blast
		 • Question – can you make a ping-pong ball blast off?
		 • Interaction – Pump handle until desired pressure reached, press button,
observe, repeat
		 • Why – Air pressure
		 • Application – Compressed air tools and brakes on trains
3.2. Convection Currents
		 • Question – can you see water currents?
		 • Interaction – press button, observe
		 • Why – convection currents
		 • Application – Locomotive boiler
3.3. Cushion of Air
		 • Question – How is a hovercraft like an air hockey game?
		 • Interaction – Slide, squeeze and feel
		 • Why – friction
		 • Application – Hovercraft, Hockey Tables and trains
		 • Hypothesize – what types of materials can be used to increase friction
3.4. Chime Parts
		 • Question – Which size pipe plays the lowest note?
		 • Interaction – Tap, listen, repeat, compare
		 • Why – air vibration
		 • Application – train whistles
3.5. Fluid Coupler
		 • Question – How fast can you make one fan spin another?
		 • Interaction – turn on switch and select speed and direction knobs.
Try different combinations of speed and direction, observe
		 • Why – power of air and liquid movements
		 • Application – automatic transmission
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4. Forces and Motion
4.1. Stop the Spin
		 • Question – Which one is harder to stop?
		 • Interaction – How to place disks, spin and observe speed
		 • Why – mass distribution
		 • Application – flywheels
4.2. Train Wheels
		 • Question – Can you find a set of wheels to stay on the track
		 • Interaction – roll each of the different wheel sets on the tracks and observe
		 • Why – centrifugal motion
		 • Application – train wheels
4.3. Surface Roughness
		 • Question – can you feel the difference in surface roughness?
		 • Interaction –touch each piece and compare sensation
		 • Why – nerve sensors, friction
		 • Application – bearings and pistons
4.4. Flywheels
		 • Question – How hard is it to spin the wheels?
		 • Interaction –spin wheels, observe, try stopping the spin, observe
		 • Why – inertia, mass distribution
		 • Application – diesel engines, train wheels
4.5. Pistons
		 • Question – can you keep the model engines running?
		 • Interaction –Turn the wheel, slide the knobs, observe, repeat for second piston
		 • Why – mass distribution, inertia
		 • Application – engines
5. Simple Machines and Engineering
5.1 Pulley Yourself Up
		 • Question – How can you get off the ground?
		 • Interaction – Sit, pull and hypothesize what would make it easier
		 • Why – pulleys (block & tackle), note exhibit has 4 pulleys
		 • Application – building site cranes and household blinds
5.2. Levers
		 • Question – Can you lift a 5kg load easily?
		 • Interaction – lift at different spaces marked on the beam
		 • Why – levers make lifting easier
		 • Application – railway tools
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5.3. Gears
		 • Question – Can you change the speed of the wheels?
		 • Interaction – spin each of the wheels, observe
		 • Why – gears are simple machines
		 • Application – gear boxes on trains
5.4. Arch Bridge
		 • Question – Can you build a bridge to walk on?
		 • Interaction – deconstruct and reconstruct bridge using pieces provided
		 • Why – engineering
		 • Application – arch bridges
5.5. Catenary Arch
		 • Question – Can you build a stable arch
		 • Interaction – deconstruct and reconstruct bridge using pieces provided
		 • Why – engineering
		 • Application – bridge building
5.6. Packing Parcels
		 • Question – Can you fit the yellow boxes perfectly inside the blue box?
		 • Interaction – place smaller boxes inside the larger box and continue until they
fit exactly
		 • Why – spatial awareness
		 • Application – packing luggage
6. The Future of Rail Maker Space
• Challenge, think, make, test, improve. How will we move in the future? How will we
travel? How will we transport our food and resources? Create your own solutions
to display or take home.
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ZONE 6: MODEL RAILWAY
The Model Railway depicts scenes from Queensland’s extensive rail network. It
includes Brisbane suburban lines, inland routes to grain-growing districts and outback
towns, the coastal route, lines to coal mines in central Queensland, and privately
operated cane railways. You can see footage of our model railway in this short video.
• Look for different things on the model, such as boats loading coal (to reinforce what
they have seen in Moving Goods), tunnels, bridges, the soccer match and so on
• Ask students to find all the different types of animals they can see on the model, e.g.
cattle, camels, horses, kangaroos, chickens, cats, dogs, pigs, crocodile, etc.
• Point out that the images on the screens are cameras attached to the model trains
to allow them a closer view of the models, and encourage them to push the different
buttons gently to change the screens
• Ask the children about train rides they have been on in Queensland and
their experiences
• Speak to the operator to find out more about the model
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ZONE 7: IPSWICH RAILWAY WORKSHOPS
This zone focuses on the employees and their work at the Ipswich Railway Workshops.
• Assist the students to appreciate the large number of occupations at the
Ipswich Railway Workshops
• Help them to locate other railway workshops in Queensland, as well as places where
maintenance was carried out
• Observe the range of tradesmen’s tools on display – What is still used today?
What have the other tools been replaced with?
• Encourage students to listen to the soundscape at the kitchen table display and
discuss what event the recording is about. What impact did this have on workers
at the time?
• There are several builders’ plates on display - What is a builder’s plate?
What information is on a builder’s plate?
• Draw students’ attention to the large images on the back wall of the different
workshops of the past – discuss the trades represented; the clothing the workers
are wearing; the tools and machinery. Compare and contrast between the past and
the present
• Ask students to find out what is meant by the term “foreigner” and to find some
examples of these
• There was a famous saying, “If it could be made, it could be made at the Workshops”
– discuss with students what they think this means and why it was a sense of pride
for the workers (i.e. how they identified with this as being a part of the Workshops
social and cultural identity)
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ZONE 8: RAIL IN QUEENSLAND
Since the opening of the first line in 1865, railways have been an important part
of Queensland life. Rail shaped the development of towns and industries, created
opportunities for travel, and greatly improved communication.
In a state as vast as Queensland, the rail network was vital in overcoming the tyranny
of distance. The rail connected the bush to the city and the city to the bush.
• View the video called ‘The Triumph of Narrow Gauge’ (4:35min)
• Examine and discuss the visual time line of the development of rail in Queensland in
relation to other national and world events
• Talk about the different uniforms worn
• Look inside the wooden suburban carriage – these were used on the Brisbane
suburban system from 1912 into the 1980s
• Encourage students to imagine travelling in these carriages (no air conditioning,
open windows, noisy, soot from the engine, etc.) – how is this different from travelling
in modern electric passenger trains?
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ZONE 9: PLATFORM 9
Who hasn’t travelled by train? Since the invention or rail, it has grown to become one
of the major forms of transport in the world. In Queensland, passengers have travelled
by rail since the 1860’s. In this area you might like to look at and talk about:
• The items on the platform, such as the luggage trolley. Who would have used this?
• Who might have travelled on this train?
• Inside ALF (the Refreshment Car) – talk about the leather seats, fans, food area,
windows, shutters, etc.
• Talk about the materials used – wood, metal, leather (no plastic or fibreglass – why?)
• Encourage students to listen to the soundscapes and describe what they are hearing
– how does this contribute to the experience when looking at this exhibit?
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ZONE 10: NIPPERS RAILWAY
The youngest person working in a railway track gang was often referred to
as a ‘Nipper’.
This zone is a dedicated children’s play area. You may wish to allow younger children
to explore and discover the zone for themselves, under your supervision.
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ZONE 11: MIGHT AND MUSCLE
Constructing the rail network in Queensland was a major task. It took money,
equipment, know-how and especially hard physical work. Construction teams
overcame obstacles such as mountain ranges, creeks and rivers, to build the track.
On display are some of the tools and equipment used by track construction gangs
in the past.
• Listen to the story told by Arthur Harris about his bondwood hut
• Talk to the children about the lifestyle of railway workers in times gone by
• Discuss the items inside the hut and ask children to talk about them –
encourage emphatic responses about living and working on the railway lines
• Look at the track construction setup and the different types of tools
• How did the workers make the red pumper trolley move?
• Acknowledge that track workers needed to be fit to use the heavy tools and lift rails
and sleepers
• Compare the setup with the images on the
wall showing modern railway construction
• Watch the video called ‘Working on the
Railway’ (4:10min) to compare and contrast
track laying practices from the early 1900s to
the mid-1900s to the present
Pumper Trolley. It was hard work for the track gang to pump
this trolley from their camp to the work site, but it was better
than walking.
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ZONE 12: ONE OF A KIND
There are three purpose-built items in this display – the Vice-Regal carriage (built
1903), the Panhard rail motor (built 1918), and the Boonah fire engine (1924).
• Discuss the age and condition of each item
• Where were they built?
• Look inside the Vice-Regal carriage – observe the furniture and fittings
• Discuss what it would be like travelling in the rail motor in a variety of conditions –
e.g. wet, windy, hot, cold, or a combination of these.
• What year was the volunteer fire brigade formed in Boonah? Why was it formed?
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ZONE 13: RAIL TODAY
In the 19th Century, rail ruled supreme as the fastest and most efficient means of land
transport. By the 1950’s, rails supremacy was challenged by the aeroplane and the
motor vehicle. Rail is making a comeback in a number of ways.
In this space, encourage students to:
• Look at the videos: ‘Trains without Frontiers (7:25min) and ‘Visions and Dreams’
(5:30min)
• Discuss the advantages of rail transport in heavy haul – e.g. mining,
shipping containers
• Consider if the Maglev is a serious competitor for passenger traffic over air and road.
Why or why not?
• What is the word Maglev short for? How does it work?
• Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of very high speed trains
• Drive the tilt train simulator
• Share their own experiences of high speed rail travel in other countries
(if applicable).
• Imagine you live in the year 2099. What will trains look like then?
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ZONE 14: OTHER RAILWAYS
Queensland’s railways included not only the Queensland Rail network, but also a
number of other systems. These included the huge sugar cane railway 610mm gauge
system, timber tramways, underground mine systems, as well as railways carrying
passengers and goods to small communities not served by the main network.
• Talk about the sugar cane locomotive - Flash
• Discuss the manual cutting of sugar cane
• How was the cut sugar cane stacked on the wagons?
• How is sugar cane cut today?
• How is sugar cane transported to sugar mills today?
• Describe the differences between the sugar cane trains used today and those used in
the past
Gold Diesel: 1281
• Ask students to find its name
(on the small interpretive panel
under the train) – Century
• Why was it called Century?
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ZONE 15: BOILER SHOP GALLERY
This space often features collections and exhibits form other Museums and Learning
Institutions. Check the website to see if learning resources accompany this exhibition.
Please enter through the glass doors. Doors remain closed for climate control, but
unless signposted, you are welcome to enter and explore.
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ZONE 16: MUSEUM COLLECTIONS AND STORAGE
As you pass through this area, look through the windows to see the some of the
Museum’s objects and archival collection. Part of this space is not open to visitors, but
you are welcome to view the workings behind the scenes from the windows and gate.
In this area you might like to look at and talk about:
• Many of these items have to be kept in controlled conditions – e.g. air conditioned
storerooms with temperature and humidity set at varying levels according to the
items stored. Why is this necessary?
• Why do Museums exist?
• Have students been to other Museums and seen different collections
• Read the interpretive banners and look at the images on Tracking Queensland:
Major Mileposts for Rail – Discuss the different images and milestones for rail in
Queensland over time.

8 - 9 - 10 Road (Restricted Area)
• Look through the gates at the workmen – talk about the tools and machines they
are using
• See how the Queensland Rail workers restore heritage locomotives, carriages
and wagons
• Notice the tracks in the ground
• Look at the other carriages and rolling stock on the other side of the fence, which are
currently being worked on by Queensland Rail – discuss how they are being restored,
the materials used, and how working on these would differ from working on modern
electric trains
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ZONE 17: THE BOGIE SHOP
This brick building was first used in January 1902. For over sixty years it was
the foundry where a very large range of parts for locomotives, rolling stock and
infrastructure was cast. The Boiler Shop and this building are fine examples of
Federation era warehouses.
Casting was done in iron, brass and aluminium using wooden patterns made by highly
skilled pattern makers.
In 1965, the foundry was moved to the Queensland Rail Redbank Workshops, and this
building became the Bogie Shop until the late 1990s. It is now part of the Museum
precinct, awaiting restoration prior to full time use.
Part of this space is not open to visitors, but you are welcome to view the workings
behind the scenes from the gate and view the arrangement of different “workshops”
(separate buildings performing different functions in the manufacture of rolling stock
and related equipment). At the far end is the “Traverser” or “Transfer Table” which
operated like an elevator running at ground-level, moving material between the
different shops as construction progressed.
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